Correspondence

Deoxyhaemoglobin concentrations in the detection of central cyanosis

Sir,—Although not explicitly stated in their article, Dr Geraldine Goss and her associates (March 1988;43:212–3) appear to share with others the misconception that Lundsgaard and Van Slyke1 believed cyanosis first could be detected when 5 g/dl reduced haemoglobin was present in the arterial blood. Lundsgaard and Van Slyke wrote, “About 5 grams of reduced haemoglobin per 100 c.c. of capillary blood appear necessary to cause cyanosis...”2 They calculated mean capillary unsaturation by averaging the arterial and venous unsaturations. The difference between mean capillary unsaturation and arterial unsaturation would depend on the haemoglobin affinity for oxygen, perfusion of the tissue being viewed, and oxygen utilisation by that particular tissue. Since these factors were not reported by Dr Goss and colleagues, their data cannot be used to determine the correctness or incorrectness of the original conclusion of Lundsgaard and Van Slyke. Admittedly, one should have reservations about that early assertion after considering the fact that Lundsgaard and Van Slyke did not report analyses of arterial blood specimens on patients—only free flowing peripheral venous specimens had been analysed.

It is interesting that reanalysis of Stadie’s data from 1919, which did involve arterial blood sampling, would lead one to much the same conclusion as was reached by Dr Goss and her associates. None of his five patients without cyanosis had more than 1·3 g/dl arterial unsaturation while 4/27 with cyanosis had values less than 1·5 g/dl arterial unsaturation.
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AUTHORS’ REPLY—We appreciate the interest shown by Drs Snider and Roy in our paper, and in particular their reanalysis of Stadie’s data (their ref 3). Although misconceived many still believe, teach and perpetuate that 5 g of reduced haemoglobin/dl are necessary before central cyanosis is clinically detectable. In our paper we have been successful in clearly demonstrating that central cyanosis can be reliably detected at deoxyhaemoglobin concentrations of 1·5 g/dl and above.
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Metastatic renal cell carcinoma mimicking pleural mesothelioma

Sir,—It was with much interest that we read the paper presented by Dr DR Taylor and others (November 1987;42:901–2), which reported a case of pleurisy secondary to renal adenocarcinoma but mimicking a mesothelioma. The history of previous occupational exposure to asbestos in this case suggested a primary pleural tumour. This observation permits us to recall that all secondary pleural tumours may simulate a primary tumour when evaluated radiographically, with computed tomography, and even at necropsy.

Other cancers, besides pleural pulmonary tumours, have been observed in workers exposed to asbestos—particularly gastrointestinal cancer and cancer of the larynx, but also renal cancer, where the incidence is twice that of the general population. This is reported in the paper of Dr Taylor and his colleagues as well. We reported a case of renal cancer in a patient with work related pleural pulmonary asbestosis and found raised concentrations of asbestos fibres in the kidney, estimated to be $2 \times 10^6$ fibres/g dry tissue. A similar observation was published in 1988 concerning an adenocarcinoma of the colon. This emphasises the interest of adding mineralogical studies to the usual histological and histochemical studies.
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Book notices


This book presents comprehensive data on smoking in the UK. The tables and graphs are clear, easily used, and attractively set out. The accompanying text and explanatory notes are likewise well presented and readable. The book does not deal with the relationship of smoking to disease, nor does it cover variations in the epidemiology of smoking related diseases since smoking patterns and the contents of cigarettes have changed. Acquiring this succinct book for oneself would permit the throwing away of many “tearouts” and notes taken at lectures. I can recommend it to anyone who would find it useful to have ready access to information about the pattern of smoking in Britain over the last 100 years. It should be in the library of every hospital and medical school.